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(CNN)For the first time in the United States, New York City issued a birth certificate reading
"intersex" in the gender field.
On December 15, the city's Department of Health and Mental Hygiene corrected the original
birth certificate of Sara Kelly Keenan, born in Brooklyn 55 years ago. She received it in the mail
at her Santa Cruz, California, home on Tuesday.
"It was wonderful. It was the first time I saw 'intersex' in print related to my name," said Keenan,
an addiction life coach. "When I applied in court, I chose 'non-binary,' because that's an umbrella
term that would also include gender variant people."

Sara Kelly Keenan says the correction is "really validating."
"A person may amend their birth certificate to have 'intersex' reflected on their birth certificate
with appropriate documentary evidence from a US-licensed doctor," said Julien A. Martinez, a
spokesman for the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. "The department will continue to
work with community partners as we adopt changes to more accurately reflect a person's sex."
Though Keenan had requested a term not strictly based on medical evidence, she found the city's
correction "really validating."
Ultimately, the term "intersex" "carries more personal significance to me than 'non-binary,' " she
said.
Gender issues
"Intersex" is a general term used for a variety of conditions in which a person's anatomy doesn't fit the
typical definitions of female or male.

Keenan thinks of her story as "typical" for an intersex child, yet in an essential way, it is different from
most: She was given up for adoption as an infant.
She was born to an unwed mother in a Brooklyn hospital, where she stayed for three weeks until she
was transferred to a nearby orphanage, the Angel Guardian Home. Next, she was placed in foster care
for five months and then adopted by a couple on Long Island. To this day, Keenan is unsure whether she
underwent genital surgery during her first three weeks of life, as was typical for intersex children at that
time, according to the Intersex Society of North America.
"I don't know enough about what happened to me as an infant, because the medical records were tied
up in a sealed adoption, and then the medical records at the hospital were destroyed in a fire in the
'70s," she said.
What she does know: "Gender issues came up almost immediately." At 3 or 4 years old, she realized that
she was a girl, but "that wasn't what I felt like. ... I wanted to be a boy," said Keenan. "A mistake had
happened."
As she grew older, she refused to wear dresses, asked to join the Boy Scouts and dropped out of the Girl
Scouts.
"I felt comfortable at times in groups of boys but knew I was different. And I felt comfortable even less
of the time in groups of girls but knew I was different from them," Keenan said. "I never felt I belonged
or fit in anywhere -- but I looked like a little girl."
Still, by ninth grade, she wasn't showing signs of puberty.
"My body really became different physically from everyone else," said Keenan, who described herself at
that stage as "a 6-foot-tall naked 8-year-old girl. That was a real problem in high school."
"I really hated my body. I hated my life. I felt cursed, and I felt like there was no hope for me," she said,
and she began to cut herself. "If I had not been raised Catholic and believed that hell was waiting for me
if I killed myself, I probably would have ended my life as a teenager."
A month after turning 16, she underwent an operation to address the fact that she hadn't entered
puberty. Surgeons removed "what they said were ovaries that would never develop," Keenan explained,
though it was actually testicular tissue that had grown where ovaries are located in females.
After the surgery, she started female hormone replacement therapy.
"They said I was 100% girl and I just couldn't make hormones, and that was the second lie of my life, and
that lie stood for 30 more years, until I was 49 or 50 years old and used the Internet and a visit to an
endocrinologist to confirm the truth," Keenan said.
'Pushed down the female track'
The original "lie" of an intersex birth had been perpetrated by the hospital and the adoption agency
without her adoptive parents' knowledge or consent. However, this second lie relied on their

participation, observed Keenan. Trying to learn why she was not developing normally, they had taken
their 16-year-old daughter to a succession of doctors, who ordered various tests.
The results showed Keenan to be genetically male with female genitalia and mixed internal reproductive
anatomy.
Keenan's mother, who died of lung cancer just three years after her daughter's surgery, probably knew
this, she said. After all, her mother had contacted her aunt, who arrived at her mother's bedside "24
hours too late to have my mother tell her what my mother knew and what she wanted the aunt to do
for me in my life."
Her father definitely knew about Keenan's gender circumstance. Five years ago, he admitted to her that
he'd been given the option for surgeons to construct a penis followed by male hormones as a way to
allow Keenan to masculinize.
"His words were 'hell, no, that's my daughter. She's a girl,' " Keenan said. "So I was just pushed down the
female track and given female replacement hormones."
Self-defining words
" 'Intersex' is an identity. So there is no definition of 'intersex.' It will vary from one person to another,"
said Dr. Eric Vilain, a professor of human genetics, pediatrics and urology at the David Geffen School of
Medicine at the University of California, Los Angeles. He explained that some transgender people
identify as "intersex," even though they were not born with atypical genitalia.
"But a significant number of people born with ambiguous genitalia reject the 'intersex' identity. It is not
a clinical term," Vilain wrote in an email. Among doctors and clinicians, it is referred to as
Disorders/Differences of Sex Development, or DSD.
"The definition of DSD is 'congenital conditions in which development of chromosomal, gonadal, or
anatomical sex is atypical,' " said Vilain.
Keenan said the intersex community rejected the medical term, rebranding the condition as "differences
of sexual development."
"The idea being that our bodies don't need to be altered, necessarily: Disorders need treatment;
differences can be allowed to exist," she said. "Differences can be tolerated, accepted and even
celebrated."
Keenan makes use of the many terms meant to define her.
"I use 'intersex' for present day, and I use 'hermaphrodite' when I'm talking about the '60s and before,
because that was the term when I was a baby," she said. Using the different terms helps her give
historical context for a time when "the protocol of the day was to lie to us."
Years ago, it was accepted by the medical community that if you assign a child a gender -- with surgery -and reinforce it, the child will assume that gender, Keenan said.

Looking back, she understands the decisions that were made for her as a baby.
"They had a baby they needed to get a home for, and in their minds, they needed to possibly perform
surgery to do that. And that was the mission -- get an unwanted baby a home -- and they did what they
needed to do that."
Times have changed, and the medical community, when dealing with a baby born with atypical genitalia,
does not always immediately "correct" a child's anatomy.
"Intersex people are treated differently and better now because of societal advancement in thinking,"
Keenan said. "We're trying to stop the surgical intervention on infants so that their genitals are not
changed before they reach an age where they express a desire to have surgery or express a gender
preference."
She also hopes all gender-variant people will be able to get birth certificates, licenses and other official
documents aligned with their identity. They are "equally as valid in their beliefs," even if science hasn't
caught up, she said.
"There was a time when science hadn't caught up and understood my genetic reality," she said.
Would she have preferred being surgically steered toward a male identity instead of female?
Though she believes "that's probably a truer physical identity for me," she would have wanted to go that
way only "if I could be that way 17 years old in 2017," since 1977 was "a harsher, crueler world to be
different in."
Today, she says she leads a wonderful life with her partner of 30-plus years, David.
"We're very happy, and we're considering retirement and what comes next in the next 30 years of our
life," Keenan said. "But I'm not content, because infant genital surgeries are still happening in America."

